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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the course of this thesis, Vincent van Gogh will be referred to as “Vincent” 

to further engage in the personal identity of the artist and how his own experiences were 

reflected in his artwork. The artist is also consistent in referring to himself as “Vincent” as he 

signed all of his works “Vincent” rather than “van Gogh”. Similarly, in the personal 

correspondence with his brother Theo, he signs “Vincent.” This decision will also help the flow 

of the thesis as it avoids confusion in reference to other members of the van Gogh family.  

Vincent Willem van Gogh (1853 - 1890), the eldest child of an upper-middle-class family 

in Zundert, Netherlands, grew to be one of the most influential Post-Impressionist artists of the 

19th century.2 However, Vincent's artistic career, despite his modern fame, was filled with 

insecurity and mental struggle. As he lacked parental support, faced poverty, experienced 

isolation, and psychological conflict, and suffered from severe illness, Vincent's artistry is 

arguably a reflection of these experiences and worked as a form of meditation. Before and 

throughout his decade-long artistic career, Vincent corresponded with his brother Theo through 

letters that often exposed the artist's emotions while working, "This is a great inner struggle, and 

it ends in discouragement or in throwing those thoughts overboard as impractical[.]"3 This close 

relationship with his younger brother was a constant force that supported Vincent through times 

of uncertainty and allowed him to be strong in moments filled with self-doubt. However, despite 

these struggles, conveyed through letters, Vincent was relentless in his artistic expression and 

productivity. Given this continued dialogue between the artist's intrapersonal experiences and his 

artwork, this thesis will further explore the motivations and insecurities behind the notable works 
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of Vincent van Gogh through close analysis of letters, biographical history, and formal analysis 

to discover the ways Vincent may have used his artistry as a defense mechanism or reaction to 

his intrapersonal struggles.  The particular purpose of combining analysis of personal letters, 

biographical history, and formal analysis to explore the artist's motivations aims to sew the 

individual and art histories together to exhibit Vincent's artistic characteristics. While the modern 

museum practice and study of art history often disassociate the artist from their line of work, this 

process will pay tribute to artists who have an extended history of mental illness or complicated 

biographical histories that are known to be motivated by their experiences and utilize their 

artistry as a coping mechanism. By combining these histories, this thesis will provide an 

expansive reflection of both the personal identity and artistic identity of a sensible artist while 

painting the artist as an individual, not as one lost in art history. 

Methodology 

The term “psychobiography” is defined by William Todd Schultz, in The Handbook of 

Psychobiography, as “the analysis of historically significant lives through the use of 

psychological theory and research.”4 But the goal is to understand a person while uncovering 

motives behind public acts, such as making art or creation of scientific theories. From an 

art-historical perspective, a psychobiography carefully articulates the psychological status of an 

artist throughout their artistic career and how that motivates the creation of artwork. However, 

the purpose is not to diagnose; as a diagnosis is a name or label, it does not serve as an accurate 

explanation. The aim is to, instead, analyze and connect the biography to the physical content of 

the artist's artwork. In the case of Vincent van Gogh, the analysis of letters in conjunction with 

his body of artwork and written biography will aid readers in bridging this connection between 
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letters and images. In this thesis, I adapt the personal history categories defined in The 

Psychiatric Interview in Clinical Practice (2016) to focus on the different areas of Vincent’s 

artistic career or stages of life.5 In doing so, I begin at the prenatal stage of the artist's life and 

move through his career until he died in 1890, briefly discussing the beginning, middle, and end 

of his artistic career.  

When discussing the significant parts of his career through different genres or emotional 

stages, the thesis will begin in 1880, at the start of Vincent's career, during what will be 

considered "peasant genre." This era of Vincent's career is defined by his significant interest and 

connection to the peasant population in rural Belgium. Throughout his artistic career, as he 

developed more artistic knowledge and technique, Vincent travels throughout Europe following 

his intuition to further his career; these movements are what defines his different transitional 

parts of his career, coinciding with stages of life/maturity. Additionally, these intrapersonal 

experiences will categorize the content of this paper to convey the overall emotion Vincent 

experienced during these times. And, ultimately, illustrate how he coped with emotional 

hardships through his career.  Additionally, in the method of formal analysis, art historians use 

the visual elements of a work of art to interpret the meaning and bridge connections to outside 

contexts. Artwork and letters discussed will be interpreted through the method of formal analysis 

to assist in bridging the connection between Vincent’s work and his personal experiences.  

Literature Review 

Vincent van Gogh: Ever Yours: The Essential Letters (2014) provides an extensive 

insight into the life and artistic career of Vincent van Gogh. Organized in chronological order 

while providing the location and specific date, if known, of each letter, The Essential Letters 
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gives insight to the profound intrapersonal experiences Vincent experienced during each period 

of his life. While most letters are to his older brother, Theo, readers observe the artist's deepest 

thoughts shared with his closet companion.6 The letters of Vincent are especially significant in 

the analysis of his life and work as they contribute to the connection of the personal and art 

history of the artist. 

Van Heugten’s Van Gogh: The Birth of an Artist (2015), is a collection of essays ranging 

from subjects from Vincent’s earliest steps as an artist while he lived in Borinage, Belgium. His 

drawings and letters from this period are known to provide a foundation for the rest of his artistic 

career and explore the economic, social, and cultural conditions he experienced.7 Similar to the 

methodology of this thesis, The Birth of an Artist connects Vincent’s personal experience in 

Borinage to the subject matter of his artworks through analysis of letters and formal analysis of 

artworks.  

In Van Gogh in Arles (1984), Ronald Pickvance explores the artist's time spent in the 

South of France. With a chronological approach, Pickvance describes the biographical and 

artistic history to contextualize this period in Vincent's artistic career. Beginning with a 

contextualizing article of Vincent's current mindset and creative ambitions, Prickvance sets the 

foundation for exploring Vincent's artworks from the period. For instance, he writes describing 

Vincent's health condition, "[d]uring van Gogh's first months in Arles, he constantly referred to 

the horror of the previous winter in Paris, and to his battle to recover his health… He spoke of a 

"tired brain" and "tired eyes" after long exhausting painting sessions."8 While providing the 

personal information of Vincent during his time in Arles before analyzing artworks from this 
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period, Pickvance has a similar approach to the material as he creates a connection between 

personal and artistic histories.  

At the intersection of art history and applied psychology, experts discuss methods of 

creative motivation, psychoanalysis of artworks and artists, and ethics of diagnosis. These 

studies, dating back to the late 1960s and 1990s to the 2010s, provide a more comprehensive 

examination of the relationship between artist and artwork. In regards to the process of 

psychobiography, these conversations help contextualize the interdisciplinary aspects of the two 

fields in ways of psychological analysis and understanding of an artist.  

Time and timelessness in art and mourning in Art and Mourning: The Role of Creativity 

in Healing Trauma and Loss  (2016), by Esther Dreifuuss-Kattan, discusses the concept of time 

in relation to art and mourning and places a particular emphasis on the change in an individual’s 

perception of time brought about by the end stage of life or trauma. The authors argue that the 

act of creating serves as a powerful tool that can allow the individual who is facing trauma to 

work through painful mourning that comes with loss. This chapter can be related to the methods 

of Vincent’s artistry as he continuously uses his artistry to process events and calm down his 

emotions.  

Arthur J. Cropley’s “Creativity and mental health in everyday life” (1990) argues that 

modern psychologists see that genius of creativity and madness are closely related. Cropley 

writes, “The idea that there is a relationship between creativity and mental health is one of 

psychology’s oldest issues: Plato, for instance, concluded that poets are set aside from ordinary 

mortals by the fact that the gods speak through them”.9 The article further discusses how some 

studies have examined highly creative individuals and have asked whether they display a 
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significantly higher incidence of mental illness than ordinary members of the public. However, it 

concludes that wide mood swings, fruitful imagination, and high motivation to create result in a 

standard clause, influencing each other directly. Thus, Cropley's writings support an analysis of 

the ongoing interaction between Vincent's intrapersonal experiences and his artwork and how he 

produced high numbers of artworks, even after an emotional attack.  

Laurie Schneider Adams, in The Methodologies of Art: An Introduction, Psychoanalysis 

I: Freud (1996), brings the field of art history together when she describes the methods of 

psychoanalysis according to Sigmond Freud and the practice of formal analysis. According to 

Adams, art history and psychoanalysis interact with the "power of images and their symbolic 

meaning, with the process and products of creativity, and with history."10 Adams then defines 

psychobiography as a feature in psychoanalysis that examines the artist's psychological 

development concerning their artwork. This discussion provides insight into the importance of 

understanding the life of an artist in conjunction with their artwork. While the chapter, 

Psychoanalysis I: Freud, further discusses examples of psychoanalysis, Adams explains Freud's 

insight, "[w]hen an artist creates a work; therefore, he must be able to tap into his past infantile 

instincts, which are lodged in the unconscious, and organize them in the present."11 Thus, Freud’s 

insight, while exploring the infantile instincts of an artist, supports the ideals of the using art as a 

defense mechanism or reaction to intrapersonal experiences.  

To speak particularly about Vincent and his psychological struggle, Vincent Van Gogh, a 

psychological study (1967) by Humberto Nagera, uses The Complete Letters of Vincent Van 

Gogh to formulate this psychological study and outline events in Vincent’s life between 1869 to 

1890. In his book, Dr. Nagera discusses Vincent’s fear of success and failure, and his suicide as 
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he states, “[o]ne finds in Vincent Van Gogh a curious mixture: an intense fear of being 

successfully combined with a no less intense fear of failure - and side by side with the fear of 

success an intense longing to be successful.”12 Dr. Nagera argues that symbolic imagery 

represented Vincent’s intrapersonal emotions, particularly Vincent’s obsession with images of 

cypresses: “Vincent’s interest in death accompanied him through life for reasons we are familiar 

with. His general attitude to death and to suicide deserves some further consideration since he 

did kill himself.”13 Dr. Nagera’s claims surrounding the connection between creativity and 

mental illness in the case of Vincent van Gogh supports the artist in engaging in his own 

experiences through artistry. 

“A deep ethics for mental difference and disability: the ‘case’ of Vincent van Gogh” 

(2017), Bradley Lewis capitalizes on the importance of not diagnosing artists in the process of 

psychoanalysis or a psychobiography, especially when there is a plethora of information and 

misinformation. Additionally, Lewis argues against giving Vincent one diagnosis, especially as 

the artist experienced a variety of different symptoms and emotions.14 The author states that it is 

unethical for modern-day psychologists to diagnose someone who lived over a hundred years 

before us; there simply is not enough information. Therefore, the refusal to diagnose the artist 

supports the methods of psychobiography as the thesis will ultimately just observe the artist and 

their motivations.  

Prenatal, Early Childhood, Early Adult Years, 1853 to 1872 

Vincent van Gogh was born in a Dutch village near the Belgian border, Groot-Zundert on 

March 30th, 1853, to Anna Carbentus van Gogh and Theodorus van Gogh. The date of Vincent's 

birth was exactly one year after the birth and death of his parent's first stillborn child, Vincent 
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Williem van Gogh.15 As psychologist Dr. Humberto Nagera observes regarding the relationship 

between parents and their next child, “in some families, the parents, after the death of the child 

become the victims of important psychopathological changes that will profoundly affect and 

interfere with their relationship to the child who fates it is to become a substitute for the dead 

sibling.”16 In Vincent’s case, this begins his mother’s resentment towards Vincent and the 

beginning of a life filled with emotional turmoil and low self-esteem. In the coming years, 

Vincent’s anxiety when away from home at points in his life was partly due to these 

circumstances.  

     Vincent's father, Theodorus van Gogh was described as a pleasant and dignified man and who 

inspired Vincent's desire to enter the Church. As a Protestant minister, Theodorus was a strict 

father to his children, with high expectations that Vincent would fail to meet. With the looks of a 

peasant, scattered and worn, Vincent physically appeared to share different views than his 

parents. And from a young age, he would live a life with unconventional pursuits and beliefs. 

This tiresome relationship with his parents, especially with his father, is seen throughout his 

artistic career.17  

     Vincent's younger brother, Theo van Gogh, was born in May of 1857. Theo will come to be 

Vincent's closest companion as the two brothers shared memories and support for one another 

throughout their lives. In their adolescence, the brothers both embarked on careers in art 

dealership, in the footsteps of their grandfather. At sixteen years old, Vincent began his role as 

an assistant to an art-dealer at Goupil Galleries in The Hague, as Theo soon started his position at 

Goupil Galleries, Brussels.18 From this moment on, Theo would become a constant financial and 

emotional support for Vincent during times of hardships. Throughout each of these situations, 
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Theo's support keeps Vincent going. The strong brotherhood grew in 1872 when the first 

exchange of letters between Vincent and Theo was recorded. Vincent writes from the Hague on 

the 29th of September, "My Dear Theo, Thanks for your letter, I was glad to hear that you got 

back safely. I missed you the first few days, and it was strange for me not to find you when I 

came home in the afternoon[.]"19 

     In the next passing years, Vincent explored different career paths from art dealing and 

preaching as he desperately wanted clarity regarding his role in life. Spending time in rural 

Belgium, Vincent surrounded by the peasant, lower working-class groups. His time in rural 

landscapes sparked his desire to become an artist and portray the lower working-class to the 

world.20 
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CHAPTER 2 

PEASANT GENRE | EARLY ADULT YEARS 

Rural Belgium and The Netherlands, 1880-1885 

Vincent’s artwork from the  peasant genre focused on his rural surroundings such as 

suffering in poverty, the lower-working class, and landscapes. With use of pencil, paper, and 

watercolor, Vincent began capturing his daily scenery before developing his skills of oil 

painting. His strong emotional connection to the peasants of the working class motivated him to 

continue his artistry even in times of depression.  

After ending an evangelist appointment in Borinage, Belgium, in July of 1879, Vincent 

moved to Cuesmes, Belgium, in hopes of finding his purpose in life. While he was in Borinage, 

he practiced acts of giving as he felt called to provide support and comfort to people who led a 

hard, frugal life.21 Absorbed by the region and people, Vincent wrote in a letter, “[there is] 

something simple and kind-hearted about the people.”22 Vincent longed for deep connections 

with people that shared similar circumstances as him and fought hard to find these similarities 

while preaching to small groups of people in the act of ministry. As he left Borinage behind, he 

would carry these connections with him through artistic motifs and concepts. In the summer of 

1880, Vincent decided to become an artist and wrote to Theo, “I often feel homesick for the 

country of paintings.”23 His initial sketches reminisce on his days in Borinage as he recalls the 

themes of the working class. For instance, Crouching Boy with Sickle (1881) (Figure 1) portrays 

a hard-working laborer in action. The warm-toned canvas shows a young man crouching down to 

the ground to pull weeds up from the vegetative land. The background of the painting conveys a 
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bare landscape where viewers can assume the young man has already cleared it. Vincent traces 

the young man with heavy lines that define the arching curvature of his crouching body and 

emphasizes his tiresome limbs. Peasant figures and rural landscapes from Borinage and 

eventually, Cuesmes, heavily influenced the subject matter of his works. This subject matter 

develops into techniques of Realism, especially after Vincent spent time creating works after 

Millet. During this foundational period, Vincent’s reflection was represented in some of his 

subjects as he discovered the connections he was longing for through his artistry. When 

observing Crouching Boy with Sickle and other works from this period, viewers can see that the 

figures’ faces are often hidden in the form of a side profile or a hunch - as seen in Boy with a 

Shovel (1882) (Figure 2). This approach of hidden faces points to Vincent finding his own 

identity within the peasant community as these hidden subjects can portray whoever feels 

represented, and ultimately formed the deep connections he desired. Additionally, in September 

of 1880, Vincent writes to Theo as he discovers his identity in poverty and how his impoverished 

state motivates healing through drawing,  

It was in this extreme poverty that I felt my energy return and that I said to myself, in any 
event, I’ll recover from it, I’ll pick up my pencil that I put down in my great 
discouragement and I’ll get back to drawing, and from then on, it seems to me, 
everything has changed for me, and now I’m on my way and my pencil has become 
somewhat obedient and seems to become more so day by day. I was in poverty, too long 
and too severe, that had discouraged me to the point where I could no longer do 
anything.24 

 
Vincent’s admission to the experience of prolonged poverty is significant in his attraction 

towards topics of impoverished lands and individuals as it shows his internal struggle and 

understanding of the pain incurred by financial hardship.  
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After a year spent sketching the landscapes of Borinage and Cuesmes, Vincent decided to 

move home to Etten, Belgium, in April of 1881 to live with his parents.25 Absorbed in his work, 

Vincent spent hours sketching figures and working outdoors following his connection to the 

peasant community. Digger of 1881 (Figure 3), is a blue-tinted colored sketch that portrays 

another young man of the working class. Similar to Crouching Boy with Sickle, Vincent uses 

heavy outlines to draw the elongated body to bring attention to the subject. The composition is 

muted and shows the rugged man surrounded by an unidentifiable rural landscape. This work not 

only indicates Vincent's desire to match the heights set by Realist artists, but it also presents 

Vincent's close attention to the lower class. Sketches like Digger, and many others, further 

suggest Vincent's great interest in portraying the lower working class. Additionally, it also 

implies that the subject matter was used to validate Vincent's financial situation as someone who 

also experiences extreme poverty. 

Shortly after Vincent's move to Etten, Theo becomes the manager of Goupil and Cie Art 

Dealer in Paris and begins to support Vincent financially.26 At this time, his parents are 

profoundly disappointed in Vincent and his career aspirations. Earlier, Vincent had expressed to 

Theo that his relationship with his father was progressing, "In the first place, then, I'd like to see 

this good understanding, to say no more, reestablished between father and me, I would also be 

very keen that it be re-established between the two of us. Good understanding is infinitely better 

than a misunderstanding."27 Yet, as Vincent continues to study art under his parent's roof and 

their relationship begins to weaken. His parents considered his behavior inappropriate and 

challenging, while he was irritated by their primness and the importance they attached to 

appearances and good manners. Throughout this time, his parents expressed feelings of 
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annoyance and resistance to Vincent. Early 1882, Vincent expresses his father's feelings towards 

him, "Pa regularly comes up with some such saying if someone says something to him that he 

doesn't know how to answer, and says, among other things, 'you'll be the death of me,' while 

calmly reading the newspaper and smoking his pipe."28 Being at home, surrounded by the doubts 

of his parents, could have influenced Vincent's artistic choices. These include a reduced color 

palette, an experiment with oil painting, and more time spent outdoors to observe the lower 

working class. He was motivated to understand the life of a peasant fully, so much so he threw 

himself into the community, "Diggers, sowers, ploughers, men, and women I must now draw 

constantly. Examine and draw everything that's part of a peasant's life[.]"29 1882, Two Women in 

the Woods (Figure 4) is an example of one of Vincent's first works using oil, but on paper, 

revealing the reality of poverty. Vincent paints two unidentifiable figures standing in the woods, 

a woman in the foreground and a woman moving towards the forest interior. The woman in the 

background nearly blends in with the woods that surround her as her figure's outline is 

undefined. Conversely, the woman in the foreground is painted with a more definite outline 

around her head and body, making her more visible. Vincent paints the woods surrounding the 

two figures with short brushstrokes of dark green, red, and brown to create a quiet, dark, lonely 

setting. Two Women in the Woods reveals Vincent’s intrapersonal emotions and changes in his 

artistry. During this time of extreme loneliness and poverty, he used his interest in the peasant 

community and artist experiments to push through the adversity presented by his parent’s 

attitudes.  

In the Spring of 1882, Vincent fell in love with a woman by the name of Sien Hoornik, a 

pregnant prostitute with a five-year-old child.30 He wrote to Theo describing how Sien caught his 
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eye, "This winter I met a pregnant woman, abandoned by the man whose child she was carrying. 

A pregnant woman who roamed the streets in winter - who had to earn her bread, you can 

imagine how. I took that woman as a model and worked with her the whole winter. She caught 

my eye because she looked ill."31 Vincent's attraction to the woman was her struggle, and he 

wanted to help. As Sien became his model and lover, his love for her was reflected in his artistic 

decisions as she portrays peasant subjects in his work. This quality of Vincent's is one that is 

carried with him through his artistry and day to day life. He shares his intentions with Sien in a 

letter to Theo, "for my part, I can marry only once, and when would be a better time to do it then 

with her, because only by doing so can I continue to help her[.]"32 As Vincent’s model and lover, 

Sien appears in many sketches by the artist. Sorrow (1882) (Figure 5) is a chalk drawing that 

portrays Sien in the nude.33 Sien is sitting hunched over, exposing her pregnant belly and 

weakened breasts exposing deep emotion in the hardships of poverty. As her damaged physique 

fills the composition, Sien is surrounded by a rural landscape with weeds popping up beside her. 

And once again, Vincent places a significant emphasis on the body of the subject by 

incorporating a darker, more defined outline. This rendition of Sien conveys Vincent's view of 

her and those in the surrounding community as she is observed showing her crippled, grieving 

body. Sien's physical state is a projection of Vincent's perception of Sien, and viewers can get a 

sense of why he was so eager to help her, thus, giving viewers insight into his emotions during 

this time where he was falling in love. But, much like other aspects of Vincent's life, his parents 

and Theo disapproved of his relationship with Sien. In mid-1883, Vincent and Sien separated. 

The breakup led Vincent to evaluate the relationships he has made throughout his life. This 

becomes a period of self-doubt and isolation, where he relies on his peasant studies and artistry, 
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where he works through feelings of anxiety and discouragement.34 Vincent outlines this battle 

with sadness is observed through a letter from 26 September 1883, "Because I have a need to 

speak frankly, I can't hide from you that I'm overcome by a feeling of great anxiety, dejection, a 

je ne sais quoi of discouragement and even despair, too much to express... It really bothers me 

that I have no success with people in general, I’m very concerned about this[.]”35 However, 

Vincent reminds himself to stay hopeful and writes, “In every life, some rain must  fall, and days 

be dark and dreary,” at the end of the letter to Theo.36  

Vincent’s failure in the art world led him to feel great discouragement and anxiety during 

a time when he could not provide for himself. However, his connection to his subjects motivated 

him to create numerous renditions of portraits of peasants, the action of the working class, and 

rural landscapes. While Vincent preferred poor, simple people as his subjects, he felt his identity 

in the working class as it provided him with the sense of community he was lacking. This 

intrapersonal connection deepened in each work of art and again, was a constant motivation for 

Vincent during times of discouragement. Head of a Woman (1884-85) (Figure 6), is a frontal 

portrait of a peasant woman. In years past, Vincent portrayed peasant subjects faceless or from 

the side profile for viewers to easily relate to the work, but, in Head of a Woman, it is almost as 

if viewers are interacting with the woman. Vincent paints the portrait in dark, cool tinted colors 

except for the woman's pale white skin and uses thick brushstrokes to convey the dark tired 

circles under her eyes, wearing a softened toque blanche, the woman appears to be a baker. The 

personable sense of Head of a Woman uncovers Vincent’s deepening relationships with those 

within the peasant community as he portrays the woman’s face and gives viewers a sense of what 

Vincent’s motivation is during a time of discouragement.  
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Throughout 1885, Vincent became inspired by the land of Nuenen as it is home to many 

rural laborers, farmers, and weavers. This newfound inspiration facilitates Vincent's interest in 

being a painter of peasants and peasant life. He moves into his studio after experiencing difficult 

times with his relationship with his parents. In March of 1885, his father, Theodorus, passed 

away.37 Vincent’s interest in painting heightened during this period of grieving his father. As the 

two had a complicated relationship, it may have been these times of hardships that further pushed 

Vincent in his artistry. Vincent wrote about his emotions in the few weeks following his father’s 

death, “I’m still very much under the impression of what has just happened - I just kept painting 

these two Sundays.”38 In April of 1885, Vincent completed Still Life with the Bible (Figure 7) as 

a tribute to his father’s memory. The painting shows an open Bible illuminated by candlesticks in 

the background. The composition is warm as it is painted with gold and yellow hues and directs 

viewer attention to the small book beside the Bible - La joie de vivre (1884) by Émile Zola. 

Vincent’s includes La Joie de vivre to represent the differing views between him and his father, 

the writing of Zola and the Bible. As Zola's novel contrasts character views of optimism and 

open-heartedness with pessimism and nihilism, Vincent shows the contrasting views between 

him and his father. While this painting stands as a tribute to Theodorus, it also is a release and 

processing of emotion for Vincent. The father-son relationship was tiresome as they pulled in 

separate directions. Theodorus lived a life of strict ministry and devotion to the Protestant 

church, while Vincent progressively held views of acceptance without judgment. However, 

Vincent held love for his father, even though he often felt defeated by him. For instance, The Old 

Church Tower at Nuenen (1885) (Figure 8) portrays the church where Vincent's father preached, 

which was also completed after his father's death and can be considered another devotion to the 
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artist's father. This rendition exposes Vincent's recognition of his father's dedication to the 

church. The structure stands tall before a gloomy sky with crows flying above and a surrounding 

cemetery. Muted grey colors, on the structure and in the sky, show a sense of grief and sorrow, 

exploring the emotions experienced by the artist in a dark period after the loss of his father. 

However, Vincent paints the flowering weeds that fill the cemetery and the stained-glass 

windows on the church with soft pastel colors, perhaps to show love towards his father.  

Following the death of Theodorus, Vincent devoted even more of his time to his 

drawings and paintings. His diligence supported his time of grief and drove him to complete his 

first "masterpiece," The Potato Eaters (1885) (Figure 9).39 As Vincent's first ambitious painting, 

The Potato Eaters has an intentionally dark, narrow tonal range, and illuminates the five figures 

by a pale light coming from the center of the composition. As the figures sit around the table, 

they prepare to eat the potatoes they have grown themselves, bridging a connection between the 

laborer and the outcome of their work. Vincent paints with a sense of sincerity in this traditional 

peasant painting as he feels the authenticity of the peasant community. The dark brown hues on 

the subjects bound the figures to the earth and the fields in which they work. The work had 

succeeded in everything Vincent aspired to do. The portrayal of peasant figures in their 

treacherous living conditions yet again shows Vincent's deep understanding of and connection to 

the peasant lifestyle, as if he had experienced it for himself. Vincent's close relationship to the 

peasant community allowed for the painting to reach emotional depth, he wrote, relating to the 

figures, "I am ploughing on my canvases as they do in their fields."40 Throughout the era 

between 1880 and 1885, Vincent interacted with the peasant genre and felt pulled to paint the 

hard truths they experienced. April 1885, he names himself a peasant painter, “When I say that 
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I’m a peasant painter, that is really so, and will become clearer to you in future; I feel at home 

there.”41 

However, in April of 1885, Vincent started experiencing criticism from Theo and many 

others regarding the dark colors and the clumsy anatomy of the figures in The Potato Eaters. He 

took the criticism from his brother very seriously and concluded he was on the wrong artistic 

track.42 From there, he pushed himself to study color theory in Nuenen and read about the 

methods of Eugéne Delacroix. “Colour expresses something in itself. One can’t do without it; 

one must make use of it. What looks beautiful, really beautiful - is also right”, he wrote as he 

discovered the new technique.43 Motivated to excel in color theory, Vincent traveled to Antwerp 

at the end of November 1885, where he focused on portraits and more use of color. He shares 

how hopeful he was for creative change and maturity in Antwerp, "Write soon and tell me what 

you think about my going to Antwerp - I don't believe there's anything against it."44  However, 

Vincent continued to lack sales and decided to move on to Paris, where he would live with Theo.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PARIS AND MOMENTUM | ADULTHOOD 

Paris, France, 1886-1887 

Vincent’s time in Paris was extremely exploratory. His desire to develop color theory and 

connect with the Parian artworld, led him to work in different subject matter such as still lifes 

and self-portraits while perfecting the technique of oil painting; his practice of self-portraits 

defined his self-identification as an artist. However, while Vincent dug into more exploratory 

subject matter, he still held onto motifs of the peasant genre as he continued to create strong 

connections with those of the lower-working class.  

Vincent's decision to move to Paris in 1886, was inspired by his drive to learn and create 

works that reflect color, as opposed to his brown-tinted rural landscapes of the peasant genre. 

Once he arrived in Paris, Theo introduced Vincent to artists such as Claude Monet, and he began 

familiarizing himself with Impressionists and Neo-Impressionists of the time, such as Henri de 

Toulouse-Lautrec, Louis Anquetin, Paul Signac, Lucien Pissarro, and Emile Bernard. With his 

excitement at an all-time high and following the techniques of established artist Eugène 

Delacroix, Vincent explored the streets of Paris on a mission to excel in his creativity and artistic 

ability. He writes, explaining his excitement, "There is much to be seen here - for instance, 

Delacroix to only name one master. In Antwerp, I didn't even know what the Impressionists 

were, now I have seen them, and though not being one of the club yet I have much admired 

certain Impressionists pictures - Degas, nude figure - Claude Monet, landscape."45 This period 

proved to be when Vincent's mental clarity was improving, and he radiated eagerness to learn.  

“And so I am struggling for life and progress in art.”46 
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Thoroughly inspired, Vincent begins to organize exhibitions based on his discovery of 

new artistic knowledge and exposure. For instance, he curated an exhibition of Japanese 

woodcuts at Le Tambourin, 62 Boulevard de Clichy in Montmartre, a restaurant and cabaret that 

was popular with artists; Vincent's integration into the artist community proves his momentum as 

an artist in Paris.47 Portrait of Vincent van Gogh (1887) (Figure 10) by Henri Toulouse-Lautrec 

is a portrait of Vincent at Le Tambourin. Vincent was a regular at Le Tambourin and often ate all 

his meals there while exchanging pictures with other artists.48 Toulouse-Lautrec draws Vincent 

from the side-profile as if the artist weren't present. With a glass of absinthe on the table in front 

of him, Vincent sits tall in posture and is colored with vibrant colors and elongated brushstrokes. 

Toulouse-Lautrec's portrait of Vincent points to Vincent's Parisian social life, hanging out and 

conversing with other artists, achieving his goals for going to Paris.  

Additionally, the influence of the Impressionists, such as Monet, inspired Vincent to look 

to other sources and colors - his subject matter changes from rural to cafes and floral still lifes. 

Vincent had also purchased hundreds of Japanese prints to sell them but had instead studied them 

as examples of clear lines and expanses of color. For instance, Vase with Red Poppies (1886) 

(Figure 11)  is one of the first works from Vincent that showcased a saturation of color and the 

inclusion of vibrant flowers as a still life. In a letter to his sister, Vincent demonstrates his 

interest in flowers as subject matter and to deepen his understanding of color, "Last year I 

painted almost nothing but flowers so I could get used to colors other than grey - pink, soft or 

bright green, light blue, violet, yellow, glorious red."49 

During this period, where Vincent started exploring still lifes, and color can be marked as 

a transitional period for him as an artist. His artwork went from muted brown tinted colors to 
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saturated and warm. Another example of his new direction is 1886, Vase with Gladioli and 

Chinese Asters (Figure 12), another still life exhibiting flowers that he perhaps was inspired by 

his Japanese art studies and time observing the work of Monet.50 The overall light palette in both 

the background and flowers represents a significant step in Vincent's artistry. The flowers are 

arranged loosely, separating pinks, yellows, and reds across the canvas while exposing a shallow 

picture space. Based on his subject matter, it is evident that Vincent's drive to become a great 

artist was at an all-time high during this period. Standing beside the Impressionists, Vincent, for 

perhaps the first time, felt he could make it. "His stay in the French capital brought Vincent 

everything he had hoped for - contact with other artists, plenty of inspiration and examples, and 

fresh impulses for his own work."51 

In 1887, Vincent organized an exhibit at Grand Bouillon - Restaurant du Chalet, where he 

met Georges Seurat and Paul Gauguin. He also exhibited a number of his works, including floral 

still lifes at a Montmartre bistro.52 Vincent was excited and willing to put himself out there, and 

it was during this period when Theo began to believe in his brother's abilities as an artist. 

Vincent's use of brighter colors and lighter shades while he experimented with different painting 

techniques and brushstrokes, elevated his talents as an artist and ultimately boosted his 

confidence in his abilities. It was in Paris, where Vincent completed his first self-portrait, 

Self-Portrait (1887) (Figure 13), using techniques from color theory and pointillism. In October 

of 1887 to his younger sister, Willemien van Gogh, he wrote, "But what I hope to achieve is to 

paint a good portrait."53 His new infatuation with color was exhibited in the self-portrait, “[a]nd 

when I painted the landscape in Asnières this summer I saw more colour in it than before. I’m 

studying this now in portraits…”54 Seated at the classic three-quarter profile, Vincent appears to 
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be quite solemn. Wearing a brown jacket with blue-green trim, his face gaunt, his hairline 

receding, his hair orange, and eyes green. Vincent uses very thin brushstrokes to construct his 

facial anatomy while the rest of the canvas uses techniques of Pointillism (use of short 

brushstrokes).55 The dominant use of color in the portrait exhibits Vincent's experimentation with 

color theory.  

Apart from the production of still lifes and self-portraits, Vincent also continued to 

engage in subject matter related to the peasant genre. This continued engagement proves that 

Vincent's artistic intentions were closely associated with interacting with those of the 

lower-class. In the peasant genre and during Vincent's time in rural Belgium, works included 

portraits of peasants, peasants working in the field, and rural landscapes. In the Café: Agostina 

Segatori in Le Tambourin (1887) (Figure 14) is a portrait of Agostina Segatori, owner of Le 

Tambourin, and is an example of Vincent's continued connection to the peasants while in Paris. 

Agostina, the owner of Le Tambourin, was a famous former painter's model in Paris and is 

known for being Vincent's lover while he was in Paris.56 In the Café: Agostina Segatori in Le 

Tambourin, Agostina is seated at a table with her arms crossed, cigarette in hand, and a pint of 

beer in front of her. While fashionably-dressed, her hair is up in a red feathered hat. In the 

background, viewers see the empty café and trademark furnishings.57 While Agostina is not a 

prostitute herself, Le Tambourin was suspected of practicing illegal prostitution. Thus, similar to 

his earlier relationship with Sien, Vincent was likely attracted to Agostina as she expressed 

hardships and poverty when her business eventually went bankrupt. After the two breakup, 

Vincent illustrates how he perceived Agostina compared to others, " [w]hen I saw her again she 

didn't hurt my feelings, which she would have done if she was as nasty as people say she is."58 
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Vincent's relationship and musings of Agostina reflect his continued attraction to those of the 

peasant genre as he connected to the hardships and deep flaws of Agostina.  

Furthermore, the themes of the peasant genre continue into the rural landscapes of Paris. 

Vincent had missed the countryside landscapes and sense of nature during his time spent in the 

city. A series of scenes exhibit Vincent's view of Paris, not of the metropolitan sites, but 

vegetable fields. Vegetable Gardens in Montmartre (1887) (Figure 15) shows an outsider's 

perspective of Paris. The artwork is painted with short, colorful brushstrokes creating the rural 

parts of Paris. Hills in the background extend across the city while the foreground shows a 

medley of vegetables in the garden. While carefully observing, viewers notice a scarecrow at 

left-center, disguised in the techniques of the impressionists. While the artwork shows the 

subject matter of rural areas, closely related to the peasant genre, it also shows growth in 

Vincent's artistic ability.  Despite his new relationships in Paris, Vincent longed for the 

countryside. Because of this desire for nature, Vincent decided to leave Paris, "It's my plan to go 

south for awhile, as soon as I can, where there's even more colour and even more sun."59 

However, Vincent carried his inspirations and new knowledge from Paris with him 

throughout the next years of his life. This period spent in Paris was one that was exceptionally 

transitionary for his confidence and artistic abilities. And while he began to use his new 

techniques, he has learned in his subject matter, and the still lifes capitalize on his transition and 

newness for Vincent. He longed for nature after his extended time in the city and traveled south. 

"To want to see another light, to believe that looking at nature under a brighter sky can give us a 

more accurate idea of the Japanese way of feeling and drawing. Wanting, finally, to see this 

stronger sun, because one feels that without knowing it, one couldn't understand the paintings of 
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Delacroix from the point of view of execution, technique and because one feels that the colors of 

the prism are veiled in mist in the north."60  
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CHAPTER 4 

SUN IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE | ADULTHOOD 

Arles, France, 1887-1888 

When Vincent arrived in the South of France, he immediately became absorbed in 

painting sun-soaked landscapes and personal sceneries. As the development of his oil painting 

improved, viewers get a sense of how Vincent saw and viewed color in saturated forms. During 

this period, Vincent’s work exhibited a deeper self-connection as he spent time alone in nature 

and in the confines of the Yellow House.  

On the 20th of February of 1888, Vincent arrived in Arles, a city in the south of France. 

When he arrives, snow covers the southern landscape. His first impression to Theo, "I noticed 

some magnificent plots of red earth planted with vines, with mountains in the background of the 

most delicate lilac. And the landscape under the snow with the white peaks against a sky as 

bright as the snow was just like the winter landscapes the Japanese did."61 This period in Arles 

stands as the climax of his career, the flowering of Vincent's artistic activity. His decision to 

travel south was much motivated by his interest in the work of Adolphe Monticelli (1824-1886), 

whose work is filled with bold, vibrant colors - which were derived by the glow of Marseille, 

also located in the south of France.62 Additionally, Vincent was conditioned by his collection of 

Japanese prints that showed the parallels in nature and Vincent’s artistic desires of delicacy, 

movement, and color.  

As Vincent settles in Arles, he begins to use the covered terrace on his roof as his studio, 

and this immediate attachment to nature aides Vincent is staying inspired incredibly by the sun 
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and bright colors.63 His motivation from Paris is still flowing as he paints a series of orchards 

with flowering fruit trees and several landscape drawings. Flowering peach trees (1888) (Figure 

16) shows the frosty winter over the pink blossoms of the Arles landscape. The peach tree stands 

tall in the middle of the canvas and fills the composition with light pink flowers that contrast 

with the icy blue background. Under the winter sun, Vincent applied quick, short brush strokes to 

give the illusion of swaying tree branches. Vincent's artistic motivation is consistent throughout 

his time here, as he will paint nearly 200 paintings during the 15 months of his stay.  

On May 1st, 1888, Vincent signed a lease for four rooms in a house at 2 Place Lamartine, 

the “Yellow House.” The foundation of the Yellow House was Vincent’s first domestic base as 

an artist as he had plans to set up the studio of the south for other artists to move into the other 

three rooms.64 Vincent’s thoughts through a letter to Theo reflect his new way of seeing and the 

clarity of his mental health in Arles;  

My house here is painted the yellow color of fresh butter on the outside with glaringly 
green shutters; it stands in the full sunlight in a square which has a green garden with 
plane trees, oleanders, and acacias. And it is completely whitewashed inside, and the 
floor is made of red bricks. And over it, there is the intensely blue sky. In this, I can live 
and breathe, meditate, and paint.65 
 

While seeing in colors, it's not hard for him to rapidly create works of art. It is evident in Arles 

that Vincent developed a style identifiably his own, elongated, rhythmic brushstrokes thickly 

applied with bright colors.  

The 1888 work, The Bedroom (Figure 17), a depiction of Vincent's bedroom in the 

Yellow House, not only presents a look into the artist's personal space but expresses the sense of 

sleep and calmness through the specific use of bright colors.66 These colors of The Bedroom 
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points to Vincent's need for care and relaxation; it appears he took the best care of himself. 

Vincent goes into great detail while describing the aspects of his bedroom,  

This time it’s just simply my bedroom, only here color is to do everything, and giving by 
its simplification a grander style to things is to be suggestive here of rest or of sleep in 
general. In a word, looking at the picture ought to rest the brain, or rather the imagination. 
The walls are pale violet. The floor is of red tiles. The wood of the bed and chairs is 
yellow of fresh butter, the sheets, and pillows very light greenish citron. The coverlet 
scarlet. The windows green. The toilet orange, the basin blue. The doors lilac. And that is 
all - there is nothing in this room with its closed shutters. The broad lines of the furniture 
again must express inviolable rest. Portraits on the walls and a mirror and a towel and 
some clothes. The frame - as there is no white in the picture - will be white. I shall work 
on it again all day, but you see how simple the concept is. The shadows and the cast 
shadows are suppressed; it is painted in free flat tints like the Japanese prints.67 
 

Vincent’s description of The Bedroom provides a fascinating dialogue between the artist and his 

work. While Vincent explains the colors of each aspect of the room, the viewer grasps how 

Vincent saw and observed glow, especially in a time where he may have been experiencing color 

for the first time. The colors, in Vincent's eyes, were saturated as compared to those in the 

physical work. For example, the "light greenish citron" of the pillows appear to be tan and 

brown-tinted. The comparison of colors reveals Vincent's heightened awareness and observation 

of color and gives reason to the artist's infatuation with color. 

After being alone in Arles for several months, Vincent invited artist Paul Gauguin to 

move into the Yellow House with him. On October 23rd, Gauguin arrived in Arles, where the 

two artists would collaborate, but frequently argued about their opposing views. After Gauguin 

had agreed to move into the house, Vincent had spent time creating paintings to decorate the 

home, such as sunflowers, park views, landscapes, and "everyday people68 His new mindset of 

bringing in color could convey emotion and did not have to be naturalistic. For instance, Café 

Terrace at Night (1888) (Figure 18) shows the intensity of Vincent's interaction with color. 
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Located at Place du Forum, the work has a linear perspective reaching south down the alleyway 

towards the lit terraces. After drawing the Café Terrace during the day, Vincent went back to the 

location at night to paint the vibrant colors. Vincent painted highly saturated hues of blue and 

yellow - the vibrant colors of the night. Viewers can see what he saw - the luminance of light of 

the cafe contrasting on the starry night sky. This work is one that represents Vincent's heightened 

artistic abilities as a result of his motivation to be a student.  

However, after Gauguin's arrival, Vincent starts to experience episodes of what is 

described as "madness." That December 1888, the infamous razor blade incident took place with 

Paul Gauguin when Vincent cut off his ear. This event marked a pivotal moment in Vincent's life 

as it affected his artistic momentum. The situation between Vincent and Gauguin had grown to 

great heights as Vincent had suffered from the mental breakdown or psychotic episode. Because 

of this, Vincent is admitted to the hospital on December 24th, and Gauguin leaves the Yellow 

House and Arles the next day. Vincent then entered a period of uncertainty with many recurring 

breakdowns.69 Self-Portrait with a Bandaged Ear (1888) (Figure 19) is a self-portrait of Vincent 

shortly after his episode as his head is bandaged, protecting this damaged ear. Shown wearing a 

green coat and blue fur hat, Vincent is in a traditional three-quarter view with a forward gaze. 

Vincent uses a thick brushstroke to create a texture that adds dimension to the work. Behind him 

are an open window and a Japanese woodblock print. This print, Geishas in a Landscape (1870 

-1880) (Figure 20), is a primary influence of Japanese artistry on Vincent's work. Attention to 

this print in his self-portrait, especially after a mental attack, makes it clear that Vincent is 

continuously thinking about his work despite his circumstances.  
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However, while Vincent was convinced his work would help him overcome his illness, 

Vincent’s doctors, during this time of treatment, are noted to suspect that Vincent had 

experienced symptoms of temporal lobe Epilepsy. While treating epilepsy, doctors had 

prescribed Vincent with “digitalis,” a drug with side effects causing one to see yellow spots.70 

Vincent’s works Arles: View from the Wheat Fields (1888) (Figure 21) and Sunflowers (1889) 

(Figure 22) exhibited this highly saturated use of yellow, pointing to Vincent’s continual 

suffering. Arles: View from the Wheat Fields, is an extremely saturated composition with both 

the wheat field and sky painted bright yellow. The horizon line of the artwork separates the field 

and sky with the city in the distance and sowers tending the wheat field. The short upward 

brushstrokes, this composition perceives how Vincent saw the color yellow, especially during a 

period where he was highly medicated. Furthermore, Sunflowers of 1889, also exhibits the 

substantial use of yellow but is softer, more relaxed brushstrokes. The artwork is of a pot of 

blooming sunflowers in front of a yellow wall. Vincent paints the flowers delicately, unlike how 

he painted the wheat fields. The two artworks show perhaps what is a side effect to Vincent's 

medication but experienced in two different headspaces. However, later noted by his doctors, 

Vincent was unable to work while experiencing an episode, but was highly devoted to his work 

while out of the episode. Thus, Vincent used his artistry as an immediate expression of his 

emotion coming out of an incident and translated it directly on the canvas. Therefore, these two 

works mark the beginning of Vincent's illness expressed through his artwork as they convey 

extreme use of yellow seen during an epileptic episode. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GETTING SICK | “LATER” ADULTHOOD 

St. Remy de Provence & Auvers-Sur-Oise, 1889-1890 

A series of attacks would define the next year of Vincent’s life and artistic career. This 

period was extremely pivotal as his artistic expression began to be more elaborate and color 

saturated. However, Vincent still engaged in themes of the peasant genre as he continued to long 

for genuine human connection.  

In January 1889, Vincent came back to the Yellow House from his extended hospital stay 

following a mental attack; however, he was soon hospitalized again.71 Garden in the Hospital of 

Arles (1889) (Figure 23) and Ward in the Hospital of Arles (1889) (Figure 24) are two paintings 

that carry the subject of the Hospital in Arles where Vincent had his extended stay. Garden in the 

Hospital of Arles was painted from the vantage point of Vincent's room in the hospital, giving 

viewers a sense of Vincent's daily scenery. In this painting, Vincent holds onto his admiration 

and identity in nature while incorporating the native plants in the garden; blue bearded irises, 

forget-me-nots, oleander, pansies, primroses, and poppies. Viewers can get a deep sense of 

desolation and loneliness through the muted shades of orange, yellow, red, and green. Moreover, 

Ward in the Hospital of Arles shows the artist's perception of the other patients in a hospital ward 

with an elongated hallway pointing the cross on the wall. Vincent portrays the patients in 

techniques similar to what he explored during his time spent in rural Belgium - colors of brown 

and green and rounded figure shapes. The figures in the painting are quite similar to those in the 

1885 Potato Eaters, showing that Vincent saw the patients similar to the servants/peasants in 
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Belgium. In the early 1880s, Vincent saw his identity in these patients, much like in the peasants, 

he felt his sickness deepening as he was surrounded by the ill.  

Due to his recent behavior following his mental and psychological attacks, the local 

people no longer wanted him around, and he was too afraid to live alone. In a letter dated the 

19th of March of 1889, Vincent outlines his reactions and feelings surrounding his essential 

banishment from Arles; "Here is the truth: a certain number of people from here have addressed 

a petition (there were more than 80 signatures on it) to the mayor (I think his name is M. 

Tardieu) designating me as a man not worthy of living at liberty, or something like that."72 

Vincent experienced extreme disappointment as he was desperate to hang on to the Yellow 

House and the refuge he built. Feeling insecure, alone, and confused, he writes, “you can 

imagine how much of a hammer-blow full in the chest it was when I found out that there were so 

many people here who were cowardly enough to band themselves together against one man, and 

a sick one at that.”73 However, Vincent packed up his essentials and decided to leave Arles, and 

in May of 1889, he admitted himself to the clinic of St. Paul de Mausole in St. Remy de 

Provence. Before he goes, Vincent spends time capturing his last moments in Arles through 

landscape paintings. View of Arles, Flowering Orchards (1889) (Figure 25) is one of several 

paintings with the orchards in Arles as it shows a view of the canal framed by nature and the 

historical center of Arles. Vincent's point of view is amongst the trees, hidden from the rest of 

Arles, perhaps how it must have felt before his dismissal from a city once he embodied. The soft 

greens and blues of orchards and tall trees are somber over the rippling water below, a call to 

Vincent himself to relax.  
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At the clinic of St. Paul de Mausole in St. Remy de Provence, his mental health continues 

to fluctuate, but his time is artistically productive as he paints nearly 150 paintings. His artistic 

productivity alongside his degrading mental health assures that his artistry stood as a constant for 

Vincent and provided him with a coping mechanism. There were periods where he felt good and 

was extremely productive, but other times he was ill and incapable of working. According to his 

doctors, "in the intervals between the attacks, the patient is perfectly calm and lucid, and 

passionately devotes himself to paintings."74  However, during these crises, Vincent was 

delirious, highly agitated, and uttered incoherent fears - seemingly unable to paint. He 

desperately wanted to return to work, “Let me quickly continue my work, if it’s that of a 

madman, well, too bad. Then I can’t do anything about it.”75 During his first weeks in the clinic, 

he uncovered subjects to draw inspiration from in his time of suffering. He painted the walled 

garden with tall pines and ivy-covered trees outside the clinic windows such as in The Garden of 

Saint-Paul Hospital (1889) (Figure 26), where Vincent would hold on to the sense of beauty and 

nature longed for in Arles. These themes of nature in Vincent's work are constant from the 

beginning of his career, starting with landscapes of rural Belgium.  

However, as Vincent grows older and more elegant in his technique, the colors of nature 

appear more vibrant. The June of 1889 work, Starry Night (Figure 27), combines the extreme use 

of color and style to intensify the image. Painted from Vincent’s window at St. Paul de Mausole, 

Starry Night shows the outside night sky just before sunrise with stylized brushstrokes and 

intense swirls of yellow and blue. Vincent describes the colors in a letter to his sister, Willemien, 

"It often seems to me that the night is even more richly colored than the day, colored with the 

most intense violets, blues, and greens. If you look carefully, you'll see that some stars are 
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lemony, others have a pink, green, forget-me-not blue glow. And without laboring the point, it's 

clear to paint a starry sky; it's not nearly enough to put white spots on blue-black."76 The 

hypnotic painting provides a glimpse of how nature must have appeared to Vincent’s feverish 

vision. The landscape throbs with saturated colors and begins to take on an expression 

interpretation of nature. The cypress trees in the foreground of the painting point to Vincent’s 

deep thoughts during his time in St. Remy. In a letter to Theo dated June 25, 1889, Vincent 

writes, “The cypresses are always occupying my thoughts. I should like to make something of 

them like the canvases of the sunflowers because it astonishes me that they have not yet been 

done as I see them.”77 This quote suggests Vincent saw cypresses, much like sunflowers, for their 

formal qualities and their interplay in the landscape. Starry Night, like many of Vincent’s works, 

was used as a coping mechanism as the paintings of this period were produced during times of 

remission. Though, Starry Night is an outward expression of the peace and stillness before his 

next attack as he painted in remembrance of his attacks.  

In mid-July of 1889, Vincent experienced his first breakdown initiated in St. Remy 

continued to experience hallucinations through January of 1890. On July 15th, 1889, Vincent 

wrote to Theo describing his recent thoughts, current inspiration, and updates on his mental 

health, “let’s not forget that small emotions are the great captains of our lives and that those we 

obey without knowing.”78 Nearly a month passed before Vincent's next letter to his brother on 

August 22nd, 1889, after experiencing an extended attack, "I'm letting you know that it's very 

difficult for me to write, so disturbed is my mind."79 This period from the summer to the fall 

months of 1889 became some of the most depressing months for Vincent as he experienced 
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extended hallucinations, but it is with the motivation provided by the work that pushed him 

forward and through his suffering. A series of quotes reflect Vincent’s thought process -  

 “Work distracts me infinitely better than anything else, and if I could once really throw myself 

into it with all my energy that might possibly be the best remedy.”80  

“Besides, it’s to be hoped that if I recover sooner or later, up to a certain point it’ll be because 

I’ve cured myself by working, which fortifies the will and consequently allows these mental 

weaknesses less hold.”81 

“My dear brother, I wanted to write to you better than this, but things aren’t going very well. I 

have a great desire to go into the mountains to paint for whole days, I hope they’ll allow me to in 

the coming days.”82 

“The fact is that I’ve never worked more calmly than in my latest canvases - you’re going to 

receive a few at the same time as this letter, I hope. For the moment I’ve been caught unawares 

by a great discouragement. But since this attack ended in a week, what’s the good of telling 

oneself that it can in fact recur?”83 

Despite thoughts on depression, in January of 1890, Vincent was delighted with the birth 

of his nephew, son of Theo and his wife, Jo. The sounds of the sweetness of this moment 

inspired Vincent as he sent Almond Blossom (Figure 28) for his nephew. The soft pastel colors of 

Almond Blossom appear to show a sense of peace, calmness, and happiness towards the artist's 

brother on becoming a father. Vincent writes, "Today, I've received your good news that you're a 

father at last."84 Vincent continues his stay in St. Remy while daydreaming of getting well and 

traveling to the mountainside and Paris once again. In May of 1890, Vincent requested to go to 

Paris to stay with Theo. "This morning, as I'd been to have my trunk stamped, I saw the 
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countryside again - very fresh after the rain and covered in flowers - How many more things I 

would have done."85 After a lonely year in isolation at the clinic, he was discharged from the 

clinic of St. Paul de Mausole and went to stay in Paris with Theo. His visit to Theo lasted one 

week before Vincent moved to Auvers-Sur-Oise near Paris to stay close to Theo, but near the 

countryside. Vincent's physician, Dr. Paul Gachet, hosts Vincent in Auvers-Sur-Oise and takes 

the artist under his wing.86 Vincent becomes close to Dr. Gachet and illustrates their friendship to 

Theo, “Chatting of Belgium and the days of the old painter, his grief-stiffened face took on a 

smile again, and I really think that I’ll stay friends with him and I’ll do his portrait.”87 Dr. Paul 

Gachet (1890) (Figure 29) shows the doctor in a relaxed posture with his head resting on his 

head as if he were just listening to Vincent’s thoughts. This portrait does more than just portray 

Dr. Gachet, but it also reflects Vincent himself as the two held trust and understanding. Dr. 

Gachet is painted very similarly to what viewers would observe in a self-portrait of Vincent, a 

tired, somber look with orange painted hair. Vincent writes, “He told me, besides, that if 

melancholy or something else were to become too strong for me to bear, he could well do 

something again to lessen its intensity, and that I mustn’t be embarrassed to be open with him.”88  

Despite encouragement from his doctor, Vincent's illness reduced his faith in the future 

and the value of his work. "Ah, if I'd been able to work without this bloody illness! How many 

things could I have done?"89 However, in the 70 days he spent in Auvers, Vincent completed 

nearly 75 paintings and more than a hundred drawings. Vincent's artistry, something that has 

been a constant for him in his life for a decade, is what kept him alive for so long. He painted to 

convey and release his deepest emotions. In a letter from July 10th, 1890, Vincent tells Theo and 

Jo about his recent works, "They're immense stretches of wheatfield under turbulent skies, and I 
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made a point of trying to express sadness, extreme loneliness."90 In his last known work, Wheat 

Field with Crows of July of 1890 (Figure 30), Vincent expresses his feelings of sadness and 

extreme loneliness away from his family and in poverty. As perhaps one of Vincent's most 

emotionally charged works, the crows are abruptly rising from the waves of grain as if they are 

in a panic. The path between wheat fields draws to a dead-end, symbolizing what Vincent knew 

to be the end of his life and artistic career. This path heightens a wide sense of isolation as it 

leads nowhere surrounded by the uncertain direction of the crows.  

Vincent died on July 29, 1890, at 37 years old from a self-inflicted gunshot wound that 

occurred on July 27.91 The artist’s severe loneliness and fear that his nervous attacks would 

return drove Vincent to shoot himself. As he suffered from the gunshot wound for two days 

before reaching his death, Theo was given time to be beside his brother on his deathbed. In a 

letter from Theo to Jo, “He himself wanted to die. When I sat at his bedside and said that we 

would try to get him better and that we hope that would then be spared this kind of despair, he 

said, “La tristesse durera toujours” (The sadness will last forever). I understood what he wanted 

to say with those words.”92 As he was in a lucid state, Vincent’s suicide was deliberate. His 

unshakable deep sadness consumed him so much that his artistry could no longer fulfill him as it 

did for many years before.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

Self Portrait (1889) (Figure 31), Vincent's last known self-portrait, was completed after 

Vincent suffered an attack at St. Paul de Mausole in St. Remy. The suffering attack forced 

Vincent to be confined to only his bedroom for more than a month, with no access to the garden. 

Once his hallucination calmed, and he was able to paint, this was the first work he set out to 

paint and completed in a single sitting.93 Vincent was convinced that his work had allowed for 

his attacks to lessen and restore his health.  This self-portrait had been the first work Vincent set 

out to paint as he hoped it would heal him from continual attacks. Vincent's identity is reflected 

in the soft and cool colors as he began to feel moments of peace again; he was hopeful for a 

recovery that never came.  

Throughout his artistic career, Vincent sought to be a great artist to be successful, and he 

often believed that he was miserably held back because of his illness. However, in his short, 

decade-long, career Vincent produced almost 2,000 paintings and drawings and wrote more than 

800 letters, mostly to his brother Theo, citing his aims and struggles as an artist.94 He worked 

deliberately to perfect his art and used his struggles in suffering to motivate him as they were 

reflected in his artwork. Vincent van Gogh was much more than a striving Post-Impressionist 

artist; he was a man with struggles placed upon his shoulders. He was sick and impoverished, but 

loving and longing for love. Vincent fought his whole life for acceptance and reassurance in his 

character and ability to become an artist, and in his entire life, he faced judgment and rejection, 

even from his parents. As he placed his identity in the subject of his artwork and painted as a 

release of emotion, Vincent portrayed suffering sensibility in the truth of passion. Through the 
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in-depth analysis of his letters, biographical history, and analysis of artworks, Vincent's 

motivations of an artist were brought to life as his individual identity intertwined with his 

extensive line of work.  

This process pays tribute to artists who have an extended history of mental illness or 

complicated biographical histories that are known to be motivated by their experiences and 

utilize their artistry as a coping mechanism. By combining these histories, this thesis reflects 

both the personal identity and artist identity of a sensible artist while painting the artist as an 

individual and removing him from the possible eraser. In the history of art, artists of this sensible 

nature are often lost in their history of works. For instance, artists such as Yayoi Kusama, Andy 

Warhol, Michelangelo, and Francisco Goya all share tortured personal and mental histories that 

are outwardly expressed as sensible artworks. Kusama faces episodes of neurosis, Warhol had 

OCD, Michelangelo lived with Aspergers, and Goya suffered from mania. The inclusion of artist 

intrapersonal experiences alongside their artwork would provide the viewer with a full 

understanding of their art. Human emotion does not come detached when you install the work in 

the gallery space, the work is defined by the experiences of the artist who created it, and that 

should be of value.  

Despite his mental struggle, Vincent's line of work demonstrates a life felt deeply, the 

beauty of nature, and a search for personal understanding. With the debate of diagnosis, 

Vincent's artistic and own identity is lost as researchers often confide him to an artist with a 

mental illness. This thesis provides that extra layer to see the artist as he was while utilizing his 

psychological, personal, and artistic histories. Yayoi Kusama shares a similar perspective on 

Vincent's identity as an artist,  
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Many people seem to imagine that Vincent van Gogh must have been great because his 
paintings now fetch enormously high prices, or because he was mentally ill. But such 
people have not really seen van Gogh. Japanese psychiatrists, meanwhile, tend to argue 
over whether he suffered from schizophrenia or epilepsy or some other malady. My view 
is that in spite of whatever illness he may have had, van Gogh’s art overflows with 
humanity, tenacious beauty, and the search for truth. His real greatness lies in these 
qualities, and in his fiery and passionate approach to life.95 
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APPENDICES 
 

 

Figure 1. Vincent van Gogh, Crouching Boy with Sickle, 1881. Watercolor. Kröller-Müller 
Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands.  

 

Figure 2. Vincent van Gogh, Boy with a Shovel, 1882. Pen, pencil, watercolor on watercolor 
paper. Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 3.Vincent van Gogh, Digger, 1881. Charcoal, chalk, watercolour, on paper. Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

 

Figure 4.Vincent van Gogh, Two Women in the Woods, 1882. Oil on paper. Private Collection. 
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Figure 5.Vincent van Gogh, Sorrow, 1882. Chalk, pencil, on paper. Private Collection. 

 
Figure 6. Vincent van Gogh, Head of a Woman, 1884-85. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 7. Vincent van Gogh, Still Life with the Bible, 1885. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
 

 
Figure 8. Vincent van Gogh, The Old Church Tower at Nuenen, 1885. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh 

Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 9. Vincent van Gogh, The Potato Eaters, 1885. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
 

 

Figure 10. Henri Toulouse-Lautrec, Portrait of Vincent van Gogh, 1887. Chalk on paper. Van 
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 11. Vincent van Gogh, Vase with Red Poppies, 1886. Oil on canvas. Wadsworth 
Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut, United States.  

 

Figure 12. Vincent van Gogh, Vase with Gladioli and Chinese Asters, 1886. Oil on canvas. Van 
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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Figure 13. Vincent, van Gogh, Self-Portrait, 1887. Oil on cardboard. Van Gogh Museum, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

 

Figure 14. In the Café: Agostina Segatori in Le Tambourin, 1887. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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Figure 15. Vincent van Gogh, Vegetable Gardens in Montmartre, 1887. Oil on canvas. Van 
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

 

Figure 16.Vincent van Gogh, Flowering peach trees, 1888. Oil on canvas. Kröller-Müller 
Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 17. Vincent van Gogh, The Bedroom, 1888. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

 

Figure 18. Vincent van Gogh, Café Terrace at Night, 1888. Oil on canvas. Kröller-Müller 
Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 19. Vincent van Gogh, Self-Portrait with a Bandaged Ear, 1888. Oil on canvas. 
Courtauld Galleries, London. 

 

Figure 20. Anonymous, Geishas in a Landscape, 1870-1880. Courtauld Institute Galleries, 
London. 
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Figure 21. Vincent van Gogh, Arles: View from the Wheat Fields, 1888. Oil on canvas. Musée 

Rodin, Paris, France.  
 

 

Figure 22. Vincent van Gogh, Sunflowers, 1889. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands.  
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Figure 23. Vincent van Gogh, Garden in the Hospital of Arles, 1889. Oil on canvas. Oskar 
Reinhart Collection, Winterthur, Switzerland.  

 

 

Figure 24. Vincent van Gogh, Ward in the Hospital of Arles, 1889. Oil on canvas. Oskar 
Reinhart Collection, Winterthur, Switzerland.  
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Figure 25. Vincent van Gogh, View of Arles, Flowering Orchards, 1889. Oil on canvas. Neue 
Pinakothek, Munich, Germany.  

 

 

Figure 26. Vincent van Gogh, The Garden of Saint-Paul Hospital, 1889. Oil on canvas. 
Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands. 
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Figure 27. Vincent van Gogh, Starry Night, 1889. Oil on canvas. The Museum of Modern Art, 
New York City, New York, United States.  

 

 

Figure 28. Vincent van Gogh, Almond Blossom, 1890. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 29. Vincent van Gogh, Dr. Paul Gachet, 1890. Oil on canvas. Private Collection.  

 

Figure 30. Vincent van Gogh, Wheat Field with Crows, 1890. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
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Figure 31. Vincent van Gogh, Self Portrait, 1889. Oil on canvas. Musée d'Orsay, Paris, France.  
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